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"Lmaganite is the keystone upon Witch successful education

of the deaf ultimately rests." (19, p. ix)

MOM at UMWint *

"la guiding the deaf child is the home, at school, an the playground - two

primitivist: goat be adhered to by parents and teacher:

(1) Its meeds swat be provided for by exposure to a normal,

buoy saitircament which hammy enjoy the activities end experience°

of the hearing child.

(2) Vim moods es as deaf child sot be set by special, consciously designed

e stbode covloyed by the adults *ho guide his." (19, p. 25)

"...let the teacher always beep in triad that her work is to develop the

faculties of her pvOils through lasguNe, rather than to teach language itself.

All hermethods will thee, naturally and automatically, be directed to this end.

If she thiake of laegmage as a form study, her we* wilt be formal, oschanical

leek in interest, and laeffoctive se a mesas of devolopims either thought or

(Sr P. .110

tomb,* lb* vows to rtivo 4 Oa child ibility to woo leagues* in a
bites IMF Illat 1141 eloPt comtir4 otramossiaolol aiie situations that viii
0011111411110 ONO* wi aptoodoit. No oust tit baldish the kW of osooptiore
OM vat skit poses los to ompsiso dioristsio vostsaily. "sbo min tot savants

tics fistula PS. sad Oft */44 tee ,8***** swaY ten the dines
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real world. If ski thews sincere interest in the thimes the WM= boy, to

say (oral or written) they will say doom." (I3 p 02)

ht UMW Ak ME IS"

410 flood will coos of orootile a opoelel language for the deaf child. Amy

words or structures to empress as idea natsrally should be seed. dnittloe aid /or

substituting umnstural words to simplify maderstaadimn for the deaf chili will

sot oily result in stilted sad uneatural expression (language). bet may not

empress the idea clearly. The whole idea expressed in a softened Is what the

child is istarestad la, sad is abut be must Isar* to understand." (15, p 36)

lima Ma Mit MAI 4

Riduceting a deaf child necessitates building commapts, ambits, and attitudes

ladhieg in his background because of his bradicap. This background of Mauled's

and character development is Important to a deaf child's growth socially, 'notice-

ally and educationally in order to becalm a useful citison." (20, p. 25)

ivory 'contact' should ombence further development of attention, observatIon,

imitation, concentration, remembering and rompoolne --161dh will include trotalni

of tactile, visual and auditory eases.

is iallat

inpressive language has as its main objective the interpretation of the

child's emperiemems, thoughts, sad questions into language, when he wants or

mods to nay or write it

Commeated i+ a: An leagues* le COOSOCted- te end learning.

Livia" sod leaning have pets. What are our goals?

4megunge and query asPict of the Aare development (living and leaning)

are istetotelated; and sop particular area of that developosat, which may not be

Moen a laiguage. viii be related to lava". in SON respect and will contribute

11/81040," Otg p. 20
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To attain our eels, oor program to help deal children develop onderstesding

mad use language mast be a part of every classroom, and entra-curricular activity.

Ws um use all fontlitiss labia will enhance complete dovelopeont of tue communi-

cation

(1) Aeditonr training

Develop the we of ,residual hearing to the maxim= dogma in combination

with speech, lip rending, language and all school subjects.

(2) Lip goading

Wee oath opportunity .,to make language usaningful to students by associ-

ating it with their activities through lip reeding. "The ware language

e7etem should become a part of, as well as an outgrowth of, lip reading."

(3) leading

Closely relate medial activities with lip reading, speech, language and

auditory training.

(4) Speedh

Create a talking environment and instill within the child the desire for

communication orally using spontaneous, intelligible speech (to the host

of his ability) I n sipressiug his thoughts connectivaly.

name/age is a factor most powerful in the development of

amiss potentiel,-, a factor most basic to success in living

arid learniss, for it eligibles man tc uprose his needs, to

oessal icats his thoughts and fi aling. to others, and, for

delf ahildren, to effect the bast sdiwatesat to Marini

to nadarstad and to be rstood." (31, P. 1)
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Arrangement by Levels

A Liagialatic Approsels
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The Wayne lase

Mastery

1011rUISIS Langusge

Teacher aseponsibility

Cciaverestional Leatukge

Specific Language Achievements

Points of waists:
. .lead the complete explanations bafore attempting to anal3rse material.

Mestery of all languere it at a specific level is imperative before
proceeding to the out level.

Linguistic approach to language development:

The natural may to erprous as Lisa becomes a part of a child's conversa-
tional language before antacticel structure is understood.

Suggestions of convereational language are listed on the level before
the syntax la to be =stared.



IMPLAMTIONS

This lansuage curriculum was prepared in an attempt to,41sure sequential

learning for the student and to assist teachers of the deaf to get an over -all

picture of the logical development of language principles. Such a picture is

intended to foster a *ease of security for the teacher - to help her to know

what has been taught, what *helmet teach, and which principles will be taught.

ADAMOBRINT

The material in this language curriculum was not graded, but the term

"levels" was used when speaking of a particular point in academic acbiA7ement.

In certain areas a description of achlevemont can effectively be wade by using

regular grade placement, such as "3rd grade reading" or "341 grade in arithmetic."

in such a description the grade level provides information: that the child has

a mastery of certain skills, an acquaintance with some others, while other more

advanced ideas be has not met at all, as yet. But in language, such a grade

description is inadequate and nialeading. The bearing child enters school

knowing the construction of his oral language and must learn only how to transfer

the oral into written language, getting the mechanics of handwriting, punctuation,

and spelling needed for written work as be progresses through the grades. On the

other band, deaf children have a minims of language =dimwit learn its entire

structure. Language for the deaf, which comprises by far the major work of the

early and intermediate years, say in no way be compared to the language work, of

unseal bearing children«

The levels in the curriculum are designated by letters A, 16 .. Mito The

*liming levels are grouped toestber in a section called Basic Language, wherein

the fundememtals of structure we master. Yellowing this is the Advanced
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Language section, wherein ideas are transformed into a variety of uses, broaden-

ing and enriching communication.

ALI:MIST= AMUCK

Modern linguistic concepts led to this type of organisation: the concept of

a distinction between the meaning of a word, its normal part of speech and usage;

and then, later, its special function in a particular situation.

ror example, normally the verb tells the_ sal" action of the sentence, es in

the nounrmerbwnoun "kernel sentence": The boy ate the pie. (11 leve4 Later, in

learning to expand the language, a verb may became the object of the main action:

The boy wanted to sat. Here the normal verb 'eat' beta been changed to a noun

function when used in its infinitive form. (11 level)

Dividing the learning of language along thuctk, linguistic concepts is both

logical and practical. The structures learned in Basic Language (levels A - D)

are adequate to empress many ideae in a simple manner., If some deaf children

never get beyond this stage in language development, they will at least be able

to express themselves correctly, in an understandable, though-limited, way. The

average deaf child will be able to learn the grammatical transformations found

in the Advanced Langaage levels, and by using them, enhance the powerful or subtle

meanings of his communications and enjoy a variety of ways in which to express

the ease idea.

The aim of this type of arrangement hem been to clearly define the require-

Rents at sad: level, with a major goal for each la**1. The following dart

show a brief smeary of the sequential development of language.
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Dow words can be wed to make life bitter
and sore interesting

Ths solos InittOSCO Noe to state your thoughts:
1. Now to tell about an action or happening

/ The state sentence Bow to state your thoughts:
2 Now to tell about a condition or state

Modifying Ideas Bow to add accessory lAias to the main thought

=111[111111111.111181W

GRAMMATICAL Zea : Caw to Asmara expressiveness of Log-

A
The infinitive Dow to turn a verbal., idea to the noun use

V
A I The adverbial clause Plow to turn verbal, clause, or adjectival

Uses to adverbial use
C

The noun clause her to turn a clause to noun use
D

II The relative clause How to turn clause and verbal ideas to
adjectival use

All children, including the deaf, achieve at Alffersnerates: Their progress

depends upon such factors se: bearing loess zsmaral health, metal cavecity, class

sloe, former instructionl attendance in school, teacher's skills and adherence to

defined language curriculum, parental interest, and cooperation between theism.

and school. &muse of all these variables, as well as the pupil's age when

motoring school and other learning handicaps besides his bearing loss, no

oesseeted age can be gives for es* level of volt,
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The preparatory period, level 4 is designated for the nursery school age

child whose empextemcwand class activi4es afford many opportunities for his to

Pt a "follies for language." Haw vital a time this is for the child is accepted

by all teachers of the deaf - a:time to "bathe his is Wk."

!or level ,S, a liberal past of the primary years may be needed. The over

*aiming importance of mastery of this first form of the aaataaca suet be under.

stood. It is the foundation stone to all later developments in the sentences and

thoughts of MI6 Vilthout complete fluency on the part of the child with the

Material at this level, be.will be unable to cope with the rapidly.increasieg

complexities of ideas and language to follow. child is never too old for level

S work da be has not learned it. Sven an adult, in the study of a foreign

language, begins at this basic level. The teacher will need different methods

and aerials for a sore !mature learner, but the content and sequence is still

the same. (1)

One child say complete a level is one school year, and another say require

more time to learn the some amount. It may also be possible that a better than

average pupil or class may couplets non than :vie .level in a given school year.

Thus a child of twelve years may be at a stage la hAs language development which

has been called hare level C, or perhaps be is at level C, but wherever he is,

be should have mastered all concepts on the preceding levels.

MASTER!

The criterion for mastery is correct indepenCint usage blithe child. Pre-

requisite to spontaneous uses. is experismcing way contacts with the language

ilea sin lip reading, in reading, and in class work. The pupil is Very familiar

with a Amapa.e principle before be uses it ladepasuatly. Is can only, perform

with -true spontaneity what be has learned to do by"babit.
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In learning lassos., vocabulary development plays an important role, but

increasimg the vocabulary does not, in itself, guarantee loniemego Progress for

children.. "Awtherare acquiring linguistic competeacy, deg Children generally

have was difficulty interpreting linguistic agendass that derive from the

structural patterns of language than from word meanings." (16) The terms

"language principles" or "language items" are used to differentiate between

vocabulary as single mord neaaings and a "group of words whose arrangement and

relationship affect the meaning of the sentence."

generally speaking, the learning of language items can be arranged according

to these guides: (1) The receptive form of language is easier to learn than the

expressive form o2 the same lapse's*. The early years are spent primarily in the

receptive phase of language. But a child cannot contribute anything without

going beyond that stage into expressing his wants or ideas for himself. Although

the receptive my be easier, he most move on to expressing his own thoughts - he

most learn to use expressive language.

(2) A simile set form is easier to /earn than varied forms of a language

item. because a child is comfortable using an expressiou the way he first

learned it does mot wan that is the only way it might be said. How stilted

language becomes if a set fora is continued without variation! The common

question 1100 are you?" should expand into "Now do you feel today?," "bare you

been sickt" or simply "Hoe's it going ?" Bach form has a somewhat different

'background in uoderstamdlog varied situations, yet all have the same underlying

purpose of owl person inquiring about amothers health. The deaf child should

be fluent is the first form, of merse, but to. allow him to think that Si the

ally may he eon sake the inqsiry it to restmeme and auwer his thishims tired his

laalusifa
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(3) Ws AR am exercise or drill SA espies them comparable spontaneous use

of a la vas* item. In a drill the pupil is allowed to choose ame response from

a group of possible choices -4 hi,kthinking is struetured. Por =apple, in learn-

ing to "sits descriptive words in the socepteble order, be Les reminders in the

drill itself which help his select the order of the words end can 00, or write

the phrase, "an old *bite home" correctly oa a prepared exercise. Mut the idea

is not a part of his until he selects, from all the words in his vocabulary, and

arranges his chosen words to the correct sequence. Practice and drill have a

place in language learning in order that habits are established which lead to

spontaneous speech.

(4) Per older deaf children, the written fore is easier than the oral form

of the same language. Continuing with the previous illustration, the student

might describe a building as "house white old" in an oral expression even when

he would be Able to writs it correctly. When be writes he hex a visual picture

of how this and other phrases requiring Bowsaw: What kind of: What color: What:

sequence should 1,4 like and this would be amough air indet that the writing

would be easier. Before this language princliae is mastered, be must have the

sequential structure -in his mind so he thinks it automatically, whether he uses

it to oral or written commanication. If a student can writs a form correctly,

he should say it correctly, as well. If his language is straight, people are

more able to understand his spoken language.

Is learning language, the student should have enough practice in the easier

lestmings listed above so that be can make the nose difficult its a part of

himself. The teacher of the deaf suet use all = possible approaches to help his

lacrosse his scope and comprehension of :language. :SbeHmest be careful not to

oversimplify: "We do use words to inqplain concepts, area with deaf child and

oven Asir the concept in question is in the foto of another word. kw often do
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we etplogia the word "overjoyed" as mewing "very happy" when the child has learned

the word "thrilled." It way be that in the attempt to reach the, child at a level

within his past experiences, teachers go too far back and always search for the

lost prinitive level." (2) The teacher show ld recognise an ideal situation for

each child, is which be is challenged enough so that he moves forward, yet that

he is not overwhelmed with so sari difficulties that be is pushed into failure.

MOW auronstenan
The teacher of the deaf who uses this language curriculum has a three-fold

obligation to her students, with the ultimate purpose in. wind at all levels

that the child's language grows and becomes natural language.

As a foundation, she should have clearly in mind the language items he has

already mastered and encourage him to continue their use in all his oral and

writteu work. To accept incorrect forms allows him to disregard the value of

language building. Regression can be avoided by insisting that he use all the

Usenage be already knows frequently and confidently, as a firs basis for

additional principles. Her first obligation, then, is to know 'abet has been

taught in previous years. Cam number* in parentheses preceding a language item

are to be used only as a suggestion for sequential 'teaching and as a useful

teacher-check-snide.)

Newt, the teacher aust conscientiously present all the material on the

particular level enough tines and with sufficient practice so the student will

rester it. Knowing Precisely every item required, she will be watchful for good

opporturitinato teach. wadi item in nanaingful situation. A id's motivation
to emend hie lasinage come Ina the realisation that hie present language is

inadaiwate he seedlom sew way to nspreere hiaimilf. The Limit: teacher will

renegalise this need and *eke use of it. The creative teacher will nealpulete
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circumstances in order that the Child for class) feels the seed for sore lamgmego.

It may bo La the sews of the day, related to a readies lesion, about a school

event, or IMMO personal experience. All of the lamp items imelmded at every

level of this curriculum are applicable to every-day happemieges ,ibr instesee,

Christmas tine, or someomees birthday, is as ideal time to teach the placememt

of the direct object, using the verb 'to give.' ispeeding the how% form, "John

gave a shirt to Father" into "John gave his father a shirt" the teacher introduces

the concept that there are two objects (direct and indirect) and that there is

more then one to till about the act. Class practice in giving thimgs to each

other can be twee ill as drill ti'establiebieg the concept and the language to

express it. (The terms are used by the teacher, and understood by the student;

learniv3 the firemen terminolory comes later.)

finally, the teacher's third obligation is to begin, the work on the next

levei by using those constructioas in her conversations and explanatioms. If be

is acquainted with the advanced concepts, is will be better able to master than

when they arm Presented. At any time the student is in need of and capable of

using any language itea on a future level, the teacher should reach forward and

offer his all the language be can sake use of. This is language growth - and it

is exciting and rewar4ing;..'

On each level, at the bottom of the page, a section has been included to

sunset conversational Impose a child can us to eipress himself is natural

way: It is not intended that the child know the structure of the phrase or the

pateace, just that be use the language. Pot instance, a child learns to Day

"Via Weary" ise an ireiressios to coasualciitec his belies. Se says it as aa

. entity - aa ides a! net as separate words. It has meaning, and probably is

effectiii to satisfy hie:seeds for a year or longer before he learns that
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'hope is mood as the predisate adjective, ta the same structure as: Nary is

slab" er"Iimi boys are late."

The mepoessisme mare inslued only as meggestions to teachers, who mill be

able to and j others islet*" fret' apes/emu la the clessmoi sad et home.

Weft 1 ext0agod se Obst imagoes is t; am Idea at ome level becomes

spetmcip16 to be lammed, se the following level. The pupil begima to use this

"clump of works* as a amodagful and appropriate rumen in relatiog to a particular

situatisa. The teedher should use any word, my idea, and amy commotion when-

ever amid exists, regardless of its placement in the largos. curriculum.

srmanc musens comma Lammairiammits

The feurmpage foldmout section preceding the lavabo of lamps.* learniegiams

desigmed to show the anticinated general logogram of the studom in oral and

written impale as well is in his medal attitudes. Maim the achievements

specifically listed as each level have been mastered, the student should exhibit

that mastery is leagues. growth. As a beginner he first learns to recognise a

senteace, them to produce me of his ma, than tomato two or three voluted

Sat, and metimes through paragraphs, deftriptioos and compositions as he

advamces in ability.

The importeme of parent participation is emphasised throughout. Teachers

expect permits to be involved in the child's learales as such as possible. When

home and school coopeteste, the child has a feeling of unity which provides strong

motivation towards progress and increases his pride in achievemeety

*
*

ACIMOILIDOSSWIS

This laws currimlum is based on oae prepared, in 1%4 by a carsittas of

teedusgs of the Alesaaiar Grebes Ball School 1* Chicago. Although way of their

uses hew beer adapted, mime other lasinge matinee. and ;meticulous from

War Pireiralle for the dos? vera laciteled. Oise bibliograpby.
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metric Ream swum lama ACHIEVIDOWTS

CRITTEIR A MUMS POI LANUAill

*stir extesure to language is essen-

tial to acquisition. imuMpese is
receptive so well as expressin .
failure to reads* and understand
Impose may account for failure to

produce speech,

aintiktali Ulnas&

ShcouresekePostoneous speech that

child uses naturally.
Ihipressive aspects: (1) word using,

(2) oa.-word sentences, (3) thoughts

expressed in words.

Reinforce pod leagues* habits by
surrounding with "eights and sounds

of talking."

Ihmamudusasommtddlumnum

Use of constant leagus* during
early years to develop correct
lansuagig receptive habits.
(1) Exposure to speech of others.
(2) Amerenese of speech of others.

(3) 1111W. (4) C=Pret.4.41.ort.

Reinforce correct patterns - prevent

other habits from developing.

Sociel Development

Work toward a full emotional accept-

secs of the deaf child by both parents
snoop Confidence and skill in train-
ing child to acquire, or retain, a no

sal attitude to language and speech.
Yalta child teal that be le at integral
Put of the *oily grew basic to

future rillatieedkiPa in wawa sad'city,
"d proireee`ie dependent upon
payout.. acceptation of rasposeibility.

mas Tex vont or SPOON LANGUAGE

Constant conversational lipreading,

involving dittos, directions, am,
activities, related asp

AIREftlattieneitdifilinnat (oral).

. Dee .of expressive language in response

to all interactions.
Develop ircitabolary based on the unit-

roomiest, activities, and interests.

(Suggestion. included in curriculum)

Develop a sense of hoar and imagina-

tion.

.02XEDIEIMINME/ IMAM (written)

. Recognition of printed familiar names

of people and objects.

Understanding connected language

(simple sentences) about experiences

sad calendar work written and illu-

strated by the teacher.

Social developnent

. Respect rights of others.

Take cars of property.

.., Courtesy and consideration of others.

. Cleaniiness; iced health habits.

Parent-teacher cooperative plsosing

for bast development.
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SPECIFIC WARM MS= IMMO Atcanvonstas

Level
C

Level
D

.
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VOW THAT LA DACE, SPOON! AND
hew manias.

Providently opportunities so child can
develop receptive language through
books, story-telling, movies, experi-
ences.....

Familiarity with stories enjoyed by bear
ing children (ineluding fairy tales).

Esoressiy+ae (oral)

. Semitrailer a desire to communicate' and

to share thoughts and ideas of others.

A Dewlap the ability' to ask questions.
(re: chart)

ARLOMHUMISMENSIAALlanauaae (written)

. Daily events - 2 or ,3 related sen-

tences. News happenings (commbnity)

Original stories.

Simple descriptions.

Legible writing, all letters carefully
armed.

moommolifromMommommummemm:67),.

E OF ORDER OF ELEMENTS OF
through use of lipreading,

toning and reading; speaking and
Writing.

Understanding the importance of vocabulary
growth--cogisant of a variety of was
fbr words and groups af words.

Jhatiamodftlanammelmwmatt (oral)

Ability to describe or explain an
experience in sequence.

Ability to satisfy curiosity by using
appropriate question forme.

igEnaitie connected ammo, (written)

O Short- paragraph - 2 to 4 sentences:

Subjects - TOys, animals, possessions,
after school activity, holidays, sea-
sons.

. Narrative compositions of pupils'
experiences (trips, parties)...
Friendly letters and notes.

. News happenings (world, national).

111<amoirmoSol.ainsmomelftrompooftworaloweemomaNlwasoweemoviosommivo4

Social development Social development

. Increase ability to cooperate in

Stoup act.
Give complete attention to work at
hand.

, "'bit of *aims things in an ordetkr
My.

too ulistev" whin others are

talking.
Willing to be 4:ov/scud at home (by
patrons) and at school.

Pride in achievement - in school and
home community.

Feeling for others' failure.

. Meeting and greeting visitors at.hone
and at school.

Pride in achievement as a result'of
parental praise' in the homs.-

4'
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SPECIFIC EXPRESSIVE CONNECTED LANGUAGE ACHIEVEMENTS

Level Level
F

18

=OWING THAT THE SANE THOUGE'r Ma BE
REPRESSED in' different language. Com-
aunication is idea-centered; ideas are
expressive by nature..

Rapid -increase in vocabulary through
enlarged scope Of interests in science,
soc. st., art.

"Love for reading" of classic stories
and poems.

Expressive connected imamate. (oral)

Confidence in one's ability to express
oneself correctly.

Willingness to follow suggestions when
corrected.

. Participation in oral conversation and
discussion.

Expressive connected ,laneuale (written)

. Paragraph about.a familiar experience
or description without
Understand and follow oral and written
directions beyond his ability to use
the language involved.

. Letters- sympathy, invitations, thanks

. Writing arithmetic-language problems.

41414:....................

Social development

Pay attention when others are talking.
Work independently without disturbing
others.
Realize that there are accepted stand-
ardsof.behavior: consideration and
courtesy towards °there, honesty, end
truthfulness, with orderly behavior in
classroom, Ichool buildings, and home.
Standards of behavior agreed upon by
parent and teacher and emphasised by I

both.

mewl GE. THAT q6ERE IS A DEFINITE
in the' use of our English

=guise that can be attained."

A desire to form new habits (and break
old hibits)- a pleasureale, satisfying
skperience.

r

Pride in overcoming his weaknesses;
desire to improve language; and pride in
achievement.

EXpressive connected langualte (oral)

'Confident of ideas expressed by others
so that they can be discussed and
restated with authority.

. Questions and answers not required for
exchange of ideas. Aware that casual
responses contribute to conversation:
ex. "I think so." "That's right." This
contributes to a feeling of ease with
hearing people.

ExpreseAve,connected lannuate (written)

. Outline for logical sequence-field
trips, experiences, descriptions.
Summaries: Book reports, charts.

. Letters & notes: Simple businesso
Congrat.

. Division of composition into 2 or more
paragraphs wit ft good topic sentence.

. Completion of questionnaires.

. Interest in current news to enhance
natural conversation.`

444F;lb001110.111411NIM111011111410MOMMINMOOMMIONOOPMMOMOOMPOWOMMIOWOM

Social development

. Definite ideas as to qualities of char-
acter that should make for success in
life.

. Social courtesies: at table, to straw
ers,,in store., introductions and
guests at home and at school.
Improve manners and form them into
habits- Use at home, at school, and
elsewhere.
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SPECIFIC RMMEDLE CONNECTED 14NGUADE ACHIEVEMENTS

Level Level
H

19

RECOGNIZING WHEN AN IDEA IS WELL-
EXPRESSED or when it is not;,to, have a',

critical attitude toward awn work.

Acquaintance of famous artists and their
works, heroes of history And literature.

Pleasure in voluntary reading.
Have a sense Of humor!
An insight "to see the funny side of
through jokes, riddles, and anecdotes.

re_p connected lanai:age, (oral)

DevelopTeat of ability to express own
tboits, tell own experiences-,, express
own feelings and Opinions, and ask
questions to satisfy his own desire
to know.

7 Organization of thoughts, expressed
clearly and to the point.

. Impressed with the fact that some
thing's are to be taken'for granted:ex.
In telling a funny experience, the
expression,"we laughed" is redundant.

ftrenktre onnected, laneuait (written)

. Narration - original, imaginative
stories.

. Outlining - summary of text:

. Business letterw correct form, addres
. lug, composing. .

. Diaries, note-taking minutes of meeti

. Knowledge of current personalities and
events which influence public affairs.

RECEPTIVE ATTITUDE TOWARD ANYONE WHO HELPS
ordorrects,expressive connected language.

Assuming responsibility of adjusting to

each adult relationship (teacher, coun-
selor, scout master, parent) by realizing'
what each expects,-and comply.

An insight into the content of material
"read so able to recognize true facts from
emotional propaganda.

asaii
Social development

gspieli.eve connected, language (oral)

. Organization of material in sequence
when relaying directions, experiments,
and explanations.

. Use of vivid language when appropriate;
guard against overuse of words or
expressions.

. Varying the structure of sentences
together with interesting phrase
arrangement.

Expressive mantas" lammed, (written)

. Responsibility assumed for correct cap-
italization, punctuation, spelling,
etc., so that all written work is
accurate.

. Continuous improvement in paragraph
s. development: unity, coherence, emphalis,

zomparison, contrast.

. High ideals of character: conduct, g
manners, usefulness, thrift, courage,

fair play.

. "Be a good sport" practiced with all
family members and .classmates.

mmemmodigaPhimmus01270111,00141M7OGOOOMONRIOSOMMINWOMNOWOOMO

Social development

Realisation of own limitations and
abilities in planning for adult life.

Parents' responsibility for seeking
advice of vocational counselors and
planning realistically with and for
student's future.

ti
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2

EXPRESSIVE CONNECTED LANGUAGE

GRAMMATICAL STRUCTURING OP THE.

PARTS O SPEECH
PARTS of
SPEECH
Intro

ACADEMIC PERIOD: Mastery of specific.,Wvioe by he ,child in son
exercises, with the ability to subs
lalk6abularif teme for each "content"

INItRitOGATIVE FORMS
OP VERBS

foretold', and examplt".........

tructuresq means oral
sous sps ch, not just in,
tute at'l'ast 20 other
rd in th structuie.

1

A
N

G
U
A
G

E

MAIN IDEAS: I. THE ACTI(M-SENTENCS

(1) z'ammul, statement: Eat. V

(2) amaobiect: Eat the pie. VO

(3) 114lect: The boy ate. SV
The boy ate the pio.SVO

(6) SV? Who ate?
SVO? Who ate the

pie?

(7) VSV? Did you eat?
VSVO? Did you eat

.the pifi?

(10) What 41d S do?
What did the
boy do?

(Do not replace "do"

in (10)0

111111110

Stage
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23

EXPRESSIVE CONNECTED LANGUAGE

TENSE, MOOD etc of VERBS
affirmative and negative

Special forms of
UNS MID PRONOUNS

Special forms of
ADJECTIVES and ADVERBS

4.11..m.mi.1111111111111111MIMIIMMEM1=1.101.1144.111111

(1,3) MIggi concrete action
matt: eat, run, cry, etc

(1) lOgnallatkIVOJ Bat.

(1) Aliele mit tense:
The boy ate.

(8) "alma" "aka
yerbs: cafe, go, play,
work, makea bring, get,
hr,a (meaning "hold")
etc

(9) ,Simile tam:
The boy will eat.

CONVERSATIONAL LANGU

(2)ANNEMBESEtIONV
the boyi an apple
4 ball, the bus, etc

(4) ir9Dergega: George,
fire. JoncS, Mother,

(5) Pronouns: I, you

Zap*
or
pct .

(2) AnIs12: "the" befoJe (1)

ctmmon nouns, con- Use
treated with proper of
nouns: the boy, eriod.
George,

(1,4)
Use
of

cal4tal
letters

(6)
Use of
ques-
tion
mark.

4,) jggIO Sawa etc c)

t) "kin.aa" (when speak
in of clothes worn)

(9,C) "Agigs.le instead
will - future tense

(C) ftpressive voirbs:
bsin that.

I km, Mother.

C)

C) (You) "Go

"Go

Indefinite pronoun,
"It is cold."

"I bignrelME2=11."

"That's mine".

home!"
outside!"

(C)"Everybody (is here 91

(C) Time phrases: .today,

yesterday, tomorrow,
now, after awhile,

(C) Place: at kom, here,
outside, far gee.

(C) Colors:

(C) Descriptive:

"----pretty"
big
little

(C) Numerals: one to ten



impowirmi

EXPRESSIVE CONNECTED LANGUAGE

GUMMI STRUCTURING CF THE
S. L. PARTS OP SPEECH,

A
S

C

L
A
N

U
A

C

MAIN IDEAS: II. THE STATE SENTENCE

(2) 233HUUMMILAII5=30
The boy is happy. SVAdj.

(4) asagmadimm
Nouns: The boy and the girl SSW.

ate the pie.
The boy ate the pie SVO0

and the sandwich.
Verbs: Me boy ran and fell. SVV

(8) anstmellyitsw Mother said,
"Eat the pie."

(9) kamstojlits: Mother gave
the boy some pie. SVIO

(Note: Mother gave some pie
to the boy.)

PARTS of
SPEECH
Intro...

INTERROGATIVE
FORMS OF "ARES
,fnrmuls aud example

(1) OVSV? Replacement of

lheboy sat?i
verb: What did

(15) 11g2,. Waage: WHERE:
Tom is going to the °core.

under the table, in the box,'
on the chair, etc

Formula Abbreviations:

S subject
V - verb
0 - direct object
I - indirect object
Adj adjective
Adv - adverb
Prep - preposition

Conjunc-
tion

Prepo-
sition

(2) SVAdj? Who is happy?
What is red?

(6) VSAdj? Is the dc3 wet?

(10) OVSVI? What did you
give the boy?

(16) Where VSV? Where is
Tom going?

(22) Whose
Whom

(25) May I
11011/.10

(D) "Why?"
."How many ?"
"How ?"

"WhY. ?"

"When
"To whom



C EXPRISS/VI CONNECTED LANGUAGE

TENSE, MOOD, etc of VERBS
affirmative and negative

(2) Use 21. "U :Preset
You are nice.

ma, is

(7) Use of '12.be:Dilat
The boy was happy.

were

(13) Use At "to W-
We will be late.
or: We are going to b

late.

X13) i7st of "tau" u tell

22.9sessiou:
I hale a dog at home.

(18) "late eEfut sks, stotfct:

He has blue eyes.

(19) 112221.11,222e1
I have ca a new
dress.

CONVERSATIONAL

Spacial forms of
MVOS and PRONOUNS

Special forms of
ADJECTIVES and ADVERBS

(3) malt at Bow
UM. dreatito
bake, etc

5) nELIMR1Be
Animals: cat, dogo cow
Toys: wagon, ball, car,
Food: milk, cookie,

11) Nomplativs gingsa:
we, ne, she, it, they

11) Omission of 'you' as
a subject (written)

20) Nippstratitte 2Ea.:
this, that .

21) Indsfinite pronouns:
something, everybody,
one, it

23) Possessive, mama:
my, Sins

24) Abbreviation of
common vocabulary:
(reading knowledge)

Mr., Thur., Dec,

Expressive verbs, (cant.
11

"I Ineftt."
"You ba."

All."
"I gla so*"
"I Ma that's right"

a) "The sun is shining."

(21) "It is raining."
(D) "I put
(D) will have ----a"
(1* "Let's 24y, "

*Lot's MIAOLIda the
dog."

(2)11:241SMAL J4deskias:
sad pretty, good,
MAW, Wen, sorry,
red, yellow, brown

etc.

(12) well, 1 - 10

(14) Where, phrases:
outside, far away

(17) nalL phrases:
yesterday, today,
tomorrow, after
school,

Cap./
Punic.

(8)
Quota-
tion
marks
with
comma.

"=111111111=1111=1111WAINNIM111111111=1:111

D) "I want another one."

20) "Ttat's mine!"

D) Mike's pants

21) "Nothing."

D) "Which one?"

"Oh!"
"Ouch!"
"WW1"
"Phooey!"

(D) Order of adjectives;
how what what

y: kind: color: What:

three big rad apples

(D) " because

(D) "--------fast!"

11

Mother
said,
"Zat";



D EXPRESSIVE CONNECTED LANGUAGE

GRAMMATICAL STRUCTURING OP THE
PARTS OF SPEECH

A

L
A
N
G

I

DUFFING IDEAS

(1) AOUL. 11016LUMLADAASSISMAUSS)
The hungry bby ate the pie.
The boy ate the hot pie.

(1) Order of adl. before noun:
How many: What kind: What color:WHAT

a new white shirt

(3) Adverb modifvin&yerb.:
The boy ate slowly.

(4) Prsnositional phrase modifying verb:
The boy ate in the kitchen. (Where)

---- in the morning. (When)

(9)Compound sent. - Sam index.. clauses:
The boy ate the pie and the girl
watched him.

(18) CompoumslinK of t_hree items:
Mother, Father, and I ate lunch.
The boy hopped, the girl skipped,
and the dog ran.

PARTS of
SPEECH
Intro.

Adverb

1Allerammorr...m.K

26

INTERROGATIVE FORMS
OF VERDS

formula and example

1) AdjSVO? How many boys
ate the pie?
What color cat
drank the milk'

1) AdjOVSV7 What kind of
pie did Mother
make?

4) Adv VSV? When did the
boy eat?
Where did the
boy go?

26) Why VSVO? Why did you
hit the boy?

27) To whom VSVO?
To whom did
you give the
book?

(28) How VSV? flow do we

go?

============

(E) What did S say?

(E) Why ans. with because
"I went home because-"

(B) Why ens. by infin.
"To visit my 2riend".

(B) Why Vas. by state-
ment with infinitive
"Tao case to sea us."

(E) "rinish your math."



EXPRESSIVE CONNECTED LANGUAGE

TENSE, MOOD, etc. of VERB
affirmative and negative

(5) NA: I want - -

(10) "Double ystbe
He put on his boots.
Pete cut out the
picture.

(11) Use of_

We play
We play

"Play" ita,
"24.1 with"
(name of game
with (object

or person

(11) Use of "look", "look
t"--fflook foe

We looked.
We looked at (object
We looked for ( "

(12) prelmtprostremgjav
I am playing.

... is/are "

(13) Past proarespive:
The boy was playing.

DD000* weii

(15) All tenses end per-
sons of "to have"

(16) Know tenses of verbs
(agreement of verb
With noun)

Special forms of
NOUNS and PRONOUNS

(2) gam
George's tie

(7) Al. sat pronouns
me, you, him, her, it,

us, you, them

(14) 1Ni. cake, 91 Inel
my, your, his, her,
its our, your, their

(14) Poas. sae, of an.
as predict proitoun:

yours, hers, ours, the

(17) Exclamations: ..

Oh! Ow! Ouch! Wow!

(20) Collective'nouns:
family, class, etc.

(21) unfi. olurals,A
all ..kt

. .

(22) ZatiAs:
; a pair of
a glass of
a box of

(23) Interrog. pronoun:
which

CONVERSATIONAL LANGUAGE

11~1111,

Special forms of
ADJECTIVES and ADVERBS

27

Cap./
Punc.

(3,4) Aftskmodifiers: (2)

llmej in the afternoon
in 1966, on May Apos-
1st, on Tuesday, tro-
at 2:15, every phe
week, for

Place:at the museum, pose.
under the table
downtown, (17)

Ex-
(6) Indefinite Adi. clam-

some, a few, many, ation
ipoint

rs 8) pled. A411. with
jag, ml of senses: (18)

It tastes sour. Colima

Jack seems tired. in a
series

(19) Use as 101.: another,
one, the other, (29)

(24) Use of un or not with Hy-

MU" phen
He was unhappy.
He was not good.

(25) Articles: 'a' and 'an
contrasted with 'the'

(26) Use of subord. coni.
because:
I hit him because .

(E) "I moat 11

"You must .

Double vigb with 11.-
serted object:

"Hang it up."

"I did."
"I did it."
"I didn't."

(E) Substantive lunctioq:
"Start reading"
"Stop yawning."

(E) Infin. direct, o,

"I want to play."
"Sue likes to read."

Informal.use of "here":
"Here's the truth."
"Here's my idea."

(E) Sanosittim of adj..:

"Sam tan fauter."
"Mary is taller."

(than I)

(E), " but
or

(E) "Daddy went fast."
-- ----- --very fast."

(E) ".....good -enough."

too sick to go."

That's enough.(of that)



0,000101.0004.4;01,e0, arklamem
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I

D

A

(3)11ke statanat
I vat to:Am -11*

* 412601141111MS,tart see to
oda

%ease jedk AA:
I as ami ay bee.
maw it hiss ear.

lie tat Ms
with a

00itest-
lier

mot itaieb
by 'tea 'o'clock.

(12) .list by is drove.
to miloss.

Maw lbe built
401101111 c the hem*

1.11)
ate du rte. the

esevaari
Mik$ 1, or older

Via.
7.)

4

I

4-1



COPIESSIVIt COM LWOW*

29

(1)

Use those vedist,
asks see
let watch
help

(20) Ittbituat.

I, `b ay teeth
every day.

"ads' fly south in

(21)
must

lT

the fall.

biataidta UMW
som*ody.
asap '111110thar$

(4) Mani .kt 414
too sick to so.

The pear is good to

(9) Hite Is Nolo
It will be rloudy or
clear.
imair

I will go after lund;
or after dinner.

(131,,iggiesion.4 Article
We saw eliphantsr
Freedom is importan
to Ameacans.

bildialEs.
&Wag ke

, &strain to as
mothIngto wear \.

11) Md. *Elks UV:It is ViShan
It is HOndarc-- ti

. J. ,A0,0,
44 ef,

) baSISLA. MA.
=WA U. IR Asti.

something sweet
(22) Coqtraeted fo;ms, 2 1

.6,14.,tenses EL4. Mar

isn't, won't,

(24) yesk "a"; I did

(27) ,Itouble mak Ask
912.1W.,
Put it on.
Take that off.
Nang yoUr coat up.

(29) Future 2m. law
be going.

23) vflexivo mum:
myself,herself,itself

I hurt myself.

30) 61112.12Likkrn-
oz., in., yd,,, no., yr.

(1,6) Dee Oitstrative /41.;
this boy, that boy,

these pies, those

17) 12122211/I
I tamgh:

----good enough
----long enough

CONVERSATIONAL LANGUAGE

(25) Adverbs:
at ISM: too, will
aL ti r: quist1/

(20 apogratSve 2
AstiecH.tint:

tail taller
mill smaller

(7) lieltackg Mitt
"1' do like plaza."
"I did too ses her."

0?) 111111041 to SIX* ay

of Itteli
11 should burry

1- do t

ida't

(30)
21

Jdudg

Alkitx
Ave.,
Dec.

Ammicamm=mmeammammum

,all the time."
thit-titae.".

Opportune till* to get in/
nosy imultelseanialgo.

(rotor to Level 1, no. 6)
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0

13) Zedans,011,1atialiMentitiattAIM
4 'beautiful,
wore ,bemutiftil
west. beautiful
,igecwit'better, but

early, earlier,
earliest

`well, batter, beet

13) ngmt a d
the f la



WititS$1911 oillikECTIO141406.

Iwo

12) all alai at alio
the cherry Os
thee* libtszl booksv.

13) tuusialm adi,
Itht thatiog wiles
the ,000king -apploo
sows cooked appist
the baked ioplea
the latighiag girl

A
0

(3), am sloe, m :
the way he escaped is a
arY0exY.

(4) SLR, 11,012.6,E.
:Give whoeimr finds the

watch a reward..

19) Metaokors:
Her eyes twinkled like
stars.

He pussyfooted *mod.

(8) Ad t, sky... as : (cent .11

eiktai $1001% as it
Mlitil hair is iirp

...where the action vat.
'0 a#Wherever they nay ho.

(9)-"" Overbid, ,

(leith Verb prea#-fut.)
, If le rains, I viii

not go,
(with verbs in past)
)Iothct asked.** it

San would come.

00) 1-ges 'adverbial cl # ;
...1, so foo. nay go.,

(11) C).aUse f 12.041:
Oda consiands, .pre-
Caution, promise)

See that you return
the book.

Proviso to watch tha
baby;



tOi*Of
tarns

MTH= ZVI COSSIOTID IANGITA011

Special fot10. of
MOONS sod 1101110111113

(15) AStMeiaitia MASS
ate the pie
le was sates bY

(16).trar SettirAt
sit -sit, .11e-lay
leare-teach,
don't, ilossall

(24) "Ilower" adv. (used
in tests, limed signs,
giving directiessi.)

Stop. Co.
Start, Gooi.

V

(6Y aitifitat liffISML

tsuisrand,seidaT).
Every hey ehOeld do his
own Nita,.

3

(7) ',mac, sone
I MIA
One could get hurt.
You honor the ,flag.
A person, should be
c*reful.

(21) UMW" 2122$4111.
She herself .will
on. phe stage.

(23) "it "t refeKrint
phrase, aws, ingt .

He stole the car and 'th
police saw it.

--,1,:poy**410NAL e

V.VOINIYA

Spi4or'ma of
:Ap

.

(14) cgspo94Caftiectiviis:
goodoelooking
ws1.144kxta

(18) ZESM.,/ AU./ '-
depending on ISM in
this sentence.

lift/.,. - a little
sone " the rest

ntirr
sons - any
none oub no

alter- - never
(quest.' ans.)

each
.severel.

2Q) Ina. Adj. .1.,Lith
tt's:
other lost be tired.

Mary Rust 'be excited.

one

(22) Exclsnatim
How pretty!,
How sad!

,

11 ish "l were no
H) carte:int, will."

"I surely -*pie."
"I real* *ain't want t I

;-,...

i

(25)
Semi!.

(in
co*.
sent.
with-
outs
J.)

Mary
wrote
:the,
otos;
Jana
typed
then.

(26)
ion:

Tine-
3: 30

Bug'.
!mt.

Dear
Sirs;



4) Suft Ad.t: toI, gL,Ln

ing:-)ked, Vedd1,48
ntestet'vitcat)

anoe-,taPPeikr,
eppeivance,

\Aso iite:'
Tha`;giimes having en
the,prowd''.went

)
Wass *et*

!este stories -.04- Wire :,
, -rr #teteit

The s are in the
basket":, whie4 '1,;r *der*
the ts$16.

4 cl u elitOdift,inik,
rest Advs:,

We 'igaitve Mrs.,. Joneo who-
ItvellltieckP d#i`:. "tte

,aPplee Ilk

o_.,
Even Father says

,(Prea'`:4P40:)'

,:TC1-asiy go to t
danced since you *owed'
the

(01,nteikeasa becausi
4k, 4:4

T-9141

yoU dianot,letovi the
lawns (R,
(as means biscanse)

11) `..,; ,14#ether.
....So that.,., .

order 'that...

13) fix:-- adv:
cdreeep4'ilde7!

cieativily



woussivs congtrip uiiioacz

(22) #141ROLVM01,1 (

4:00dgnitiom knout-

ledgell !oft those)
*lab tyrant that

tally

8) SgE0114

attorowyk-etw4av

babysittor
street-sweeper
Armchair

Specie forms of
AUIECTIVg0 and, OVUM

At4 IttOlsbalilla :

It ie the tallest tree
that I have rarer seen.

(20) ecti num
210 220.
Thee book is intereeting.
I 114 interested in the

book.

(26)

Yoe al.
paten-

noun
seingular
plural
direct object
indirect obj.
nominetive
objective
possessive
appositive
complement

pronoun
denonetrative
indefinite
Utensil?*
reflexive
relative
antecedent

period
coma
question mark K.

coloit

semimocolon

Gras otic*/ tersinologr -61l1 levels)

adjective
article
adverb
modify
comparison
comparative
superlative
antonym
homonym
synonye
prefix.
suffix
simile

natePbor

conjunction
preposition,
abbreviation
initial.

apostrophe
exclamatiou,point
hyphen,

parentheels
dash

verb
tense
present
peat
future
perfect
progressive
transitive
intranitive
regular
irtiguler
infinitive
gerund
participle
active
pagniVe
subjurctive
contraction

Indentation
,italice T

boldfaCe

sentence
question
statement
sObject

predicate
pared. adj.

paid. non.
simple
compound
complex
phrase
claw

,

coordinating
subordinating\
declarative
exclematory
imperative
'interrogative ,

paragraph
topic sentence
outline
samary
chart
graph
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Related vocabulary and concepts
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later.)
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era beteg compiled.

personnel the above material was

vorkad Oz and will be included
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